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Resonant absorptio~ is investigated in expanding plasmas. The momentum deposition
associated with the ejection of hot electrons toward low density via wave breaking readily
exceeds that of the incident laser radiation and results in significant modification of the
density profile at critical density. New scaling of hot-electron temperature with laser
and plasma parameters is presented.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm
Theory indicates that lasers of current applica-

tion may be expected to exhibit significant colli-
sionless interaction with inertial-confinement
fusion targets. Here we consider resonant ab-
sorption' which acts at critical density where the
laser frequency equals the local electron plasma
frequency. Because the dominant laser-plasma,
coupling occurs near critical density, it is essen-
tial to develop a self-consistent description of the
dynamics there. It will be seen that even weak
resonant absorption acts strongly upon the hydro-
dynamical evolution of this region so as to en-
hance itself and suppress other mechanisms.

Resonant electron oscillations transfer ab-
sorbed energy to the plasma by ejecting particles
toward low density via wave breaking. '

TA,e as-
sociated momentum deposition readily exceeds
that of the driving laser radiation These hot.

collisionless electrons are confined by the elec-
trostatic potential and subsequently pose two chal-
lenges to laser fusion: (l) to prevent them from
preheating the target and (2) to use their energy
to drive its implosion.

Implosion experiments at modest intensity are
already in progress' to increase the density of
the compressed core above that of high-intensity
exploding-pusher target experiments' which are
strongly preheated by hot electrons from reso-
nant absorption. The scaling of hot-electron tem-
perature in the high-intensity regime is the sub-
ject of recent theoretical work '; briefly, the
laser beam or driven wave steepens the density
profile at critical density and thereby reduces
the rate of increase of the hot-electron tempera-
ture with increasing laser intensity from esti-

mates based on the usual. coronal rarefaction.
Here we report new and improved scaling laws

for the temperature of hot electrons produced by
resonant absorption in the modest intensity re-
gime. (We will, in fact, argue for the general
validity of our results. ) Tke dependence of kot-
electron temperature upon background cold-elec
tron temperature is skown to be as strong as that
upon laser intensity.

The interaction of modest-intensity 1.06- p, m
laser radiation with high-Z disc targets has been
modeled by ad koc strong limitation of electron
energy conduction. ' The resulting coronal rare-
faction exhibits a step in density including criti-
cal and hot plasma below the subcritical density
at which the flow emerges from the step. Most
interaction mechanisms are suppressed in such
a profile.

In fact, resonant absorption is enhanced in a
self -consistent stepped density profile. ""IIexe
we provide a first principles model of profile
modification in the modest-intensity regime as
tke local response of tke flow to the momentum
deposited at critical density by kot-electron pro
dQctso'pl.

The upper density of the induced step may be
much greater than critical density and much
greater than that associated with radiation-pres-
sure steepening. Experimental observations of
such structures have been reported recently. '
The associated lower density and absence of an
extensive turning region act to suppress inverse
bremsstrahlung and stimulated Brillouin scatter-
ing. The step in electrostatic potential associated
with the density step contributes to the formation
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sorption in the modest-intensity regime, defined
as that in which the driven-wave pressure domi-
nates the laser-radiation pressure. Thus the
laser is seen to contribute primarily energy to
the system while in the high-intensity regime it
contributes both energy and momentum.

The essential physical notion here is that the
system relaxes locally such that the sharply
peaked energy density or ponderomotive pressure
of the resonant wave is balanced on the overdense
side by the background plasma pressure and on

the underdense side by the reaction to the momen-
tum flux of hot electrons ejected toward the vac-
uum. The critical-density region and driven
resonant wave is shown in Fig. 1. From consid-
eration of pressure balance on the underdense
side of the wave, we estimate E'/8m-(w/2)'/'f I/
v„." Here f is the absorption fraction of laser in-
tensity I into hot electrons of velocity v„= (T„/
m)'/'.

The momentum flux of hot electrons exceeds
that of the laser radiation whenever (m/2)'/'f I/v„
&(2-f)I/c, or

T„~„,&(511m/2) f'/(2 f)' k—eV.
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Experience indicates that 0.3 is a useful estimate
for f; Eq. (1) then becomes T„~«,&25 keV, and
the modest-intensity regime in the laboratory is
found to be" l(W/cm') A.'( pm) ~«, & 10".

From consideration of momentum balance on
the overdense side we estimate -V(NT,)-- V(E'/
») —V(w/2)'/'f I/v„so that by crude integration
the upper density associated with resonant absorp-
tion, N„*, is

N„*/N -1+ (m/2)'/'f I/N, T, vq. (2)
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C

FIG. 1. The density profile and electrostatic field
energy density associated with resonant absorption in
an expanding plasma. The curves are simulation data
for vp/vp = 1 at t = 1200/(up', Qpp = u)p ~p„/5.

of a hot corona since electrons sufficiently ener-
getic to climb it may be expected to possess an
elevated temperature as well.

Here we describe a study performed with the
one-dimensional, electrostatic, particle simula-
tion code KS1' to investigate the scaling of energy,
momentum, and charge balance of resonant ab-

For the experimental parameters of Ref. 8 this
steepening is more than three times that associ-
ated with the radiation pressure!

In general the radiation-pressure contribution
should be included in estimating the upper den-
sity. However, an upper density greater than
that given in Eq. (2) may be expected not to change
the dynamics of the driven resonant wave qualita-
tively from that described here. The longer scale
length (-c/&u~) over which the radiation pressure
acts suggests a doubly stepped profile in which
the resonant wave dominates locally but where
the maximum density may be determined by radi-
ation pressure. In this picture our results may
be extended to the high-intensity regime.

Our simulation code evolves the dynamics of an
initially uniform slab of electrons and ions which
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FIG. 3. Identifying the hot-electron heating rate, Q&,
with absorbed laser intensity, fI, the two curves in

Fig. 2 are combined to obtain the scaling of TI, with the
laboratory observabies f, I (W/cm ), A, (pm), and

T, (eV). Curve 1, with slope ~, curve 2, with slope 3,
and curve 3, with slope ~, are discussed in the text.
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expand into vacuum under the influence of a high-
frequency capacitor-model' pump. By mapping
the hot-electron heating rate onto absorbed laser
intensity' we will cast our results into a form
useful for laboratory application" and comparison
to electromagnetic simulations. "'

The driven systems are characterized by the
single dimensionless parameter, v, /v„where
v, = eE, /m&u, is the jitter velocity of an electron
in the pump field, and v, = (T,/m)'/' the initial
(cold) electron thermal velocity (T,/T, -3, m/M
—»'o ). Even for v, /v, less than (m /M)'/' we find
that wave breaking governs the system: Neither
convection nor solition formation have been seen.
Our principal results are the variation with v, /v,
of the hot-electron temperature, the hot-electron
heating rate, and the densities delimiting the step.

In Fig. 2, the normalized hot-electron tempera-
ture, T„/'T„and the normalized hot-electron
heating rate, Q „/X, T, v„are plotted against v, /

vo/vC

FIG. 2. The hot-electron temperature, &I, , and the
hot-electron heating rate, QI, , increase with increasing
pump strength, vo. Note the different scalings which
obtain in the regimes of warm dynamics, vp/v& & 1, and
cold dynamics, vp/v, & l.

v, . Note the break in the slope of the data at v, /
g, -1. Cold plasma modeling is appropriate for
v, /v, &1 while v, /v, &1 is the tvap m plasma re-
gime.

I et us now identify the hot-electron heating
rate with absorbed laser intensity. We have Q„/
N, T, v, and T„/T, as functions of v, /v„we iden-
tify Q„=fI and then eliminate v, /v, to obtain the
data displayed in Fig. 3. Note the role played by
the background temperature as T„/T, varies
against f I(W/cm')A. '(pm }/T, ' '/(e V.}In the warm-
plasma limit fIA'/T, '/' &10"we have drawn lines
with slopes of & and &. These yield the preferred
scaling, T„(eV)=9&& 10 '(fIX'T, }2/', which com-
pares favorably with that given in Ref. 5, or, still
within confidence limits, T„=4X 10 '(fIX')'/'T, '/',

which compares favorably with that given in Ref.
4. Note that the scaling with cold background tem-
perature is as strong as that with intensity. The
cold-plasma limit given in Ref. 12 is recovered
for fIA'/T, ' '&10", w.here T„=9&& 10 '(f IX')'~'
independent of T, .

Comparison of our results with the data of Gio-
vanelli" suggests that the interaction in the lab-
oratory is governed by cold-plasma dynamics for
IA' &10"where the & power obtains (T„/T, = const
leads to the same scaling) and warm-plasma dy-
namics for IA.'&10"where the -', or & power ob-
tains.

The -', -power scaling of hot-electron tempera-
ture was suggested previously by flux-limit and
stochastic-heating estimates. " I.et us briefly re-
capitulate the cold-plasma estimates for resonant
absorption which yield the -', -power sealing" con-
firmed here. Wave breaking occurs when elec-
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trons oscillate in the wave with a velocity, g,
-eE/m~, which scales with the effective phase
velocity of the wave v, o- v~-L/(2w/cu). The hot-
electron temperature scales with the energy an
electron can gain in riding the wave across the
resonant region, T„~eEL. Combining these we
find E'/8m -N, T„/4m. Recall that momentum bal-
ance on the underdense side of the wave requires

(&/2)' 'f I/v„. Combining again yields T„
cc (fI&')' ', exactly the desired result.

Finally in Fig. 4 we show the upper and lower
densities bounding the step at critical, N„/N, and

N, /N„respectively, and the estimated upper
density, N„*/N„as functions of fIX'/T, '~'. The
agreement of the estimated upper density is quite
good except for the strongest pumps —neglect of
the" flow contribution to momentum balance in the
step region" may be the major source of error.
Typical values of the lower density are seen to be
less than half the critical density.

We gratefully acknowledge E. I. Thorsos, E. A.
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FIG. 4. The upper, N„, and lower, N&, densities de-
limiting the step at critical density, N~, increase and

decrease, respectively, with increasing pump strength.
The estimated upper density, N„* of Eq. (2), is in agree-
ment with observations except in the most strongly
driven systems.
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